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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it has been wellrealized that a torough and all-round study oftheneutron,3-decay

conduces to gain an insight into physical gist of the semiweak processes and into the elementary

particle physics in general. That is why for the past decade a great deal of efforts has been directed

to measure with a high accuracy (better than 1%) the main characteristics of the decay of

free neutrons: the lifetime 7 1], the asymmetry factors (as neutrons are polarized) of the electron

momentum distribution A 2 and the antineutrino momentum distribution 3 the recoil proton

distribution ad te electron-antineutrino correlation coefficient a 41, te coefficient D of triple

correlation of te electron momentum, the antineutrino momentum and the eutron sin [5).

Further experiments are believed to come to fruition before long 61.

In treating h eerimental data, the task is posed to iquire ito te efrective 4-fermion

interaction 79]

,CWF(X = �N'�(XYY.0 - -Y,)V",(X))x
42

X 1011(1111 CP1 X)((-y'gv(q') + gw,% (q')o,"q. -

-(-Y'gA(q') + P. P

the quantities 11".dl, V, A,... herein to be specified with the same accuracy wich has been

attained in the experimental measurements. This effective Lagrangian (1.1) is generally con-

sidered as descending from the Standard Model, the nowaday elementary particle teory (see,

for instance, Ref. [8]). In the expression (1.1), �,,(x), 0,(x) stand for the electron (positron),

(anti)neutrino fields, and * 1v (PN, oriv, x), N=n, p, represent the nucleon states with the momen-

ta PN and polarizations aN. The system of units h=c=l is adapted, and -f', a are defined

by -y' GF i the Fermi constant and IV,dl is the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [10] quark-mixing matrix element. By confronting the experimental

data with the results of the appropriate calculations, the ydl, gv, gA... values are to be fixed so

strictly that we should be in position to fathom the principles of the elementary particle theory.

In particular, the CKM unitarity

IVdI2 IV.12 I b 12 = (1.2)

should be verified as strictly as possible [10].



So far as the transferred momentum q is very small when compared to the nucleon mass,

qj/MA'-0.0005, Eq. (1.1) provides the bulk amplitude M' of the neutron,3-decay with presum-

ing M%-4o_ neglecting the terms with gvt , gp, and replacing the functions gj,(q'), A(q')

bv their values at q 2=0 : 9V(O)=I, A(O) 79]. Finiteness of the nucleon mass causes the siz-

able, about 1, corrections to the calculated decay characteristics [11] that have been taken into

consideration in experimental data processing in Refs. 131.

As we strive to acquire te quantities I V�dj, V, 9A, --- with an accuracy better tan 1%, the

electromagnetic corrections are to be allowed for in treating the neutron 0-decay. Therefore the

effective Lagiangian (1.1) is to be accomplished b the iteractions of electrons ad nucleons with

electromagnetic field 

(1.3)

ICN,(X) 'PN(PN,-)V,3').fN(q)'PN(PNCrNx).A,,(x) ,

where fN(q) are the ucleon electromagnetic orm-factors. Tse interactions give rise to te

electromagnetic corrections to te bulk amplitude M'.

if the effective Lagrangian

Lff = CvF , + LN-y

could consistently describe the radiative -decay of neutrons

n ===> p + e + v + -y , (1.6)

the actual transition amplitude M of order a would merely be presented by the set of ordinary

Feynman diagrams originating immediately from the interactions (1.1), 1.3), 1.4)
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where the triplex lines represent various baryonic states, the blobs depict the formfactors

fN(q) in 1.4) and the empty circle stands for the matrix element of the interaction (1.1) with

allowance for 9-dependence. So, upon straightforward unsophisticated calculating, the amplitude

M and, ubsequently, the observables r, A, B, a,... would directly be obtained in terms of the

quantitie G, JVdj, gv, gA,... residing intoCWF (1.1). Then, accordingly the aim proclaimed, it

would quite natural appear that these desirable quantities should be ascertained by confronting

the experimental values of r, A, B, a,... with their values calculated in the aforesaid way. But,

alas, this plain calculation shows up to be contradictory because the ultra violet (UV) divergences

(the terms multiple to In AIMN, A-+oo) inhere in the contributions from the one-loop diagrams

(d), (e), (f) in 1.7). So far te treatment is solely bsed upon the Lagrangian (1.5) itself, tere is

no way to cope with tis failure. To deal with well-defined uantities i practical evaluating te

observables r, A, B a_., te extra UV cut-off A=MozzlOO GeV could be set up, spplementing

tile calculation base o t local interaction (1.5), see, for instance, Refs. 12-21]. Yt, this recipe

is rather ntenable, and we would never be able to repose full confidence in t rsults obtained

in this way. Tus, tile description of the radiative decay 1.6) with te effective interaction (1.5)

is not self-contained.

Although the 4-fermion local theory is quite sufficient for the calculations il tile lowest order,

without the radiative corrections, it is not satisfactory because of its violation or unitarity and

its nonrenormalizability, which prevents us from dealing.with electroweak high order effects i a

convincing way. A stringent self-contained treatment of the neutronO-decay ought to be founded

upon the Standard Model of elementary particle physics. The Standard Model Lagrangian CM

[8) embodies the nowaday knowledge of the strong and electroweak interactions of the leptons and

the quarks,

'CSU =CE +CQV

There are several review articles and books available which thoroughly describe the structure of
'CE-' ,Csdr. In the work presented, we pursue the way paved in Refs. 8,22-251.

In See. 11, we concisely recapitulate the structure of the basic eIectroweak Lagrangian Ew

and the respective renormalization procedure in view of the current calculation of the radiative

corrections to the neutron -decay i the one-loop approach, with intent to attain an accuracy

about 0. 1%. By introducing the nucleon weak transition current and electromagnetic formfactors,

the needful parameterizing of the effects caused by nucleon compositeness is set forth in Sec. 111.
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In Secs. IV-X. we acquire successively, term by term, the total decay amplitude of order c' In

particular. the influence of nucleon structure on the calculated radiative corrections is estimated

in Secs. VI. X. The radiative corrections to te electron momentum distribution and to neutron

lifetime are acquired in Sec. XI. In the last Sec., we fairly well try and compare our results with

the long-known noteworthy, assertions of the former investigations of the radiative corrections to

the neutron 0-decay. We purposely defer this needful discussion till the final stage of the work

to have at our disposal all te desirable persuasive arguments to be offered for substantiating our

inferences. Upon ealizing what is the accuracy actually attainable in the nowaday calculations,

we brief a feasible way to acquire the quantities GF, l.dj� V, A,... residing in E. (1.1 as

piecisel. a possible fon apropriate experimental data processing.

11. ELECTROWEAK INTERACTIONS IN DESCRIPTION OF THE NEUTRON

,8-DECAY.

The babir le( tioweak Lagrangian to start with,

Z., 1+�, H, Of, 6, Mz' MW, MH' -f, (2.1)

is expressed arnenabl\ to Befs. 22-25] in terms of the bare physical fields and parameters.

A,. Z_ H, ?/If Stand o te electromagnetic, Z-boson, W-boson, Higgs-boson and

generic fermicin fields. and te quantities e=v4-7ra, MZ. MW, MH, mf are the unit of carge

arid he asses of tre Z-boson, Wboson, Higgs-boson, and fermions, respectively-, represents

generically the gauge parameters. Taking te ]in(- of 22-24], we choose the Feynman gauge, = 1.

The physical fields A. Z,. I4" are related to the isotriplet of vector fields 14�' a1,2,3, and to

the isosinglet vector field B by the equations 122-251

Z, = C�i'jt,3 4 14r.± (2.2)sWB., A, = W 14� + cw B�, 14� T i W'2
M �72

Chosen c, Mzjv � 7if as input parameters,

C = MW cl (2.3)
Mz W W

are othing but merel% shorthand notations to simplify formulae. The gauge coupling constants

are gven bv

92 -, 91 = - , (2.4)
SW CW
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and the masses of physical particles are written as

MW g3 V , Mz -+-gi V ff V (2.5)2 2 v12

where V is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, and ff stand for the Yukawa couplings

of fermions to the Higgs field. CEW 2.1) has been constructed in Refs. 22-24] so that the bilinear

terms, i.e. the inverse propagator terms, take eventually the simplest form:

,CEW (iylq. + W'+0 g.,,( + MW2)W.- +

-Z,,g"(0 + M2)Z. + -(13 + -,')A,,gl"A. (2.6)
2 2

The ropagators of free fields are consequently

W, z d'k exp(-ikx)
Dz'w(. = S.# (2.7)

.13 1 (2ir)-1 P - Afz2,w + iO

A-y 6."f dk exp(-ikx).
(27r )4 - 12 + j (2.8)

f=e, 1/ U d G (x) f d"p exp(-ij).r) J + Mf (2.9)- 2 2 + io
(2ir)4 P f

The fictitious photon filass m, is included in 2.6), 2.8) to treat the integrals which involve the

photon propagator D ky. It is to mention that in the esuing cculation we sball ave to deal

not only with the infinitesimal photon mass m,=A-+O, but also with m,=Ms specified so as
2,CMS2.CMW2.MN

To treat thereafter the neutron -decay in the one-loop approach, the electroweak interactions

of lepton, quark, W-, Z-boson and electromagnetic fields are to be specified 22-25]:

,CEW = CWW + CWWA +,CWff +,CZff +'CAf I
int (2.10)

2

'CWW = 9' (9-9' - "910 1. W,+ W- Z, + . Wj Z, W, + . Z# W,+ Wj- (2.11)777-91
rwwzw+,-w--zA,

VAM M.A

.CWWA ie (g-#' - 0910) [A. W,,+ W,- A, 8. Wi A, WI+ + 8. A.0 W, Wj'j (2.12)

rWWAP&A WPW-PA-% ,

W W



_2_ ",+
2 V2_ + 1')�'i+w� (2-13)

[-1Vff'of'W.±
Of 

f f

2

rzff �g2 2 - -,Qi+ gl W-i+ I + 92 �z+l'( 2 g22 2 91 2

g2
)Z 7fFZff�1'fZp

+ + 2 (2.14)

f

'CA,, (2.15)

A,, c(,q-y'qA. (2.16)
q

As usual, foi leplow, 4ij+ V+ = Qi = , Qj_ I and i te

case of it, d quai ks �,i = Oi- V+ = Vd, Qj = . = 23, Qi- = Cd =

-1/3. Te operator T icreases, T- decreases weak isospin projection by one iite: 7?p =

o, T- �, = ;�, . T + Od = �,� , T-0 = 01, T-0 = TOd = T,P = T�, = 0. In the

interactions (2.1l)-(2.16 ad in the analogous e\pressions hercupon, te Arproducts of the field

operators

W+(-) (q)e-"' + c (q)iv (q)e"')
(c. (q) (2.17)

q

(af (p, r)-f (p, r)e-" + b(p, r)uf (-p, -r)e'") (2.18)
p.r

and so on, are implied. Here f specifies a sort of fermions and r stands for other quantum numbers:

spin. isospin, their projections.

In calculating the neutron 0-decay amplitude in the one-ioop approach, we leave out the

effects of Higgs-fermion interactions, since the), are of the order of the Higgs coupling to fermions

-MflMw 822-2-5]. Also only the first generations of leptons (e, v) and quarks (u-, d-quarks)

come into the forthcoming consideration.

The transition amplitude M of the process 16), when calculated in the one-loop approach

according to 2.6)-(2.16) directly in terms of the bare fields and parameters, is UV divergent, and

renormalization is necessary. The multiplicative renormalization of the Lagrangian 26)-(2.16 is
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performed amenably to the non-minimal on-mass-shell (OMS) renormalization scheme 22-24,81,

with the renormalization constants and renormalized quantities defined in such a way that

W, =�' (Z W)1/2w. B. =* (ZI)112B.,
2 2

6LR pLR 1
Of"' (4,R)"'A f f - (2.19)

M 2 M 2+ S 1, MWZ ==* MW2,Z + SMWZ,
f f f

g� Zl(.W)-112g2, g, �,B(ZB)-�12g,
1 2 1 2

Expanding te renormalization constants

Z +S-- (2.20)

we otain

,CEW =CEW +,CEW
i- .8 (2.21)

where the expression forCEW in terms of renormalized quantities is identical with the original one,tI.,

(2.6)-(2.16), but now it contains the renormalized pysical parameters ad fields. The counter

term Lagra ngian

,CBw(A., Z., W, H, of, e, M, M, -f; Szw," 6M2 612) (2.22)d 1,2 -LR, W'z f

is determined by the quantities 6z W.B jZf SM2 Sm' in 2.19). The linear combinations
1,2 LR W'Z' f

of the field renormalization constants zWb and the coupling renormalization constants bz WB are

introduced 123,241

SZ.. _92W

W J-_YZ=CW-W(6-: 6= 'W'W (6.�Z - (2-23)
J�. C2 W

.1 C2 SZ.B SW

m = 12.

Accordingly the OMS renormalization scheme 22-25), the fine structure constant *=el/4ir

=1/137.036 (defined in the Thomson limit) is used an expansion parameter, and all the renor-

realization constants and the'renormalized quantities in Es. 219)-(2.23) are fixed on the mass-

shell of gauge bosons, fermions and Higgs bosons, With this condition, the renormalized masses

are identical to the pole positions of the propagatocs, i.e. the physica msses. All the residues

in the diagonal propagators are normalized to 1, and the residues in the non-diagonal parts of

propagators are chosen to be equal to in order to forbid mixing for on-mass-shell particles, so
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as no additional renormalization of wave functions is required, besides what given by Eqs. 219).

Thus, the OMS renormalization scheme does preserve physical meaning of the original quantities

in the electroweak Lagrangian L�v 26)-(2.16).

The formulated OMS renormalization conditions 22-241 allow us to obtain explicitly jz WJ31,2

6Z, (2.19) in terms of the unrenormalized self-energies of gauge bosons,JM2 Jn'2
W. f

EW.Z(MI ), EA(O) E(O), and fermions Ef(rnf), and their derivatives A. W 2W� 09E ", (k 180,

aYf(,fi)1o9j6 , which are calculated in the one-loop approximation amenably to the Lagrangian

(2.6)-(2.16). In particular, the fermion self-energies are given in the usual way by te graphs

INVI-7 W, Z, A-y

f 1 (2.24)

where the wavy line renders te propagators of W,Z-bosons, DZ 27), and photons, D A"

(2.8), with the fictitious ass rn, which ereafter takes not only the infinitesimal value rn,=A-40,

but also the value m,=Afs specified so as A1,<Af,<MW'1

Upon calculating the radiative corrections with the fields, masses and coupling constants renor-

mahzed arnenably to the OMS renormalization scheme, not only the UV divergencies occurring

in the loop expansion (of propagators as well as S-matrix elements) are absorbed in te infinite

parts of the renormalization constants, 6zlv'11' JZfR1 JM' , Jm', but also the finite parts of the,2 L W. f

radiative corrections are fixed. These lead to physically observable consequences.

The essential ingredients to obtain radiative corrections are the three-particle vertex functions.

First we ae to acquire te electroweak radiative corrections to the bare evtV-vertex

e- - 1,e _t,) N, or, _P- -or. (2.25)

2V2sw W- �q

in Jeff' 213).

The renormalized corrected evW-vertex �,-w(p,, -p,, q) is determined by the matrix element

(0� (p�, �)jSEWjO,(-p_ -o,.), W- (q))

i(27r)'6(q - p - p(u�(p�, j-W(p,, -p., q)-- (q)u,(-p_ (2.26)

of the S'-operator

SEW = Texp[i f d'xCEw(x)J (2.27)

with L'W(x) given by 2.10). Here T represents ordinary time ordering, 0,(-p. -a,) stands fori.

a neutrino with te momentum -p. and the polarization -. in an initial state, and 0,(p,, ,)
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stands for an electron with the momentum p. and the polarization a. in a final state, u.,, indicate

the Dirac spinors of leptons. In the transition from the initial to the final state, a W--boson

with the momentum q = p, + p. and the polarization a is absorbed (or W emitted).

Pursuant to the aforecited OMS renormalization scheme 22-25], we obtain in the one-loop

order, O(a),

e Ask 

(p,,-p.,q)u;-'(q)u.(-p.,-a.))= (2.28)W7
e V

P, I 01, -P., -a� P.07CW-Iq W-jq
e

P, I O" -XI -a. N, a -P" -

+ A, W + Z
W- q W- q

+

where the last diagram represents the relevant counter term

rIff = I-W62-W (2.29)

JZ'VW SZL' + IJZL- + J.W 87) (2.30)
2 2 1

as one can infer from Es. (2.11Y(2.16), (2.19Y(2.23). Here JzL" render the renormalization of

the electron and neutrino wave unctions, and the difference zlw - ,,w is expressed through the

zy-trawition selPenergy 123,24)
W 2

ax =1 2 -E"1(0) A(Mw) . (2.31)
-jWKW-W 4w ;F1

Neglecting all the terms of O(M.14zw), O(elM2,Z) and presuming the fictitious photon

mass in Eq. 2.9) m,=A-+O, we obtain in the one-loop order, 0(6),

6Z'W *(2 In A+ In AIX+ 9 1, Ow + I 0-3 I (MZ) I (2.32)
4ir M M 4 2

In 2.31), 2.32) and thereafter, the quantities A(Mj) stand for the UV divergent si[ngular terms

for given masses Mi. Within the method of dimensional regularization (see, for instance, 8,251),

A(Mi) are known to be given as

9



A(!%,) -2 In Al' (2.33)

D 47rV2

where D p are the space-time dimension, the Euler constant and the ass scale, respectively.

Let us behold that amenabiv to the old-established momentum-space cut-off, A(M,) could merely

be presented as

A
A(M) + 2n - (2.34)2 )q

with te momenturn-space cut-off parameter A 791. It goes as a matter of course tat neither

D . � . it nor A will occur i te corrected renormalized vertexes, propagators and self-energy

parts of ferynion ad gauge bosons. The corrected renormalized eW-vertex 2.28) results as

"I "I 9 3 6cn - s2w(2 III I + - + In (2.35)+ S, cW)1 7r Z 4 W 4
W

As scen. I h renormali/ed (orrected tvW-vertexes is mulliple to te barc oe ad qarks are

not involved i (2.35), within thc applied one-loop approach. Th ifrared divergence, n /711,

occurring i 235) i. kown to disappear out of te eventual esult for fl-decay probability

17-9,26].

TO aC(jUiI-C t 11C 11Cut 1'(11-1)10ton-W-boso vtex unctio Q we shall ereafter hve to deal

,A ith te renornialized con-cc ed udW-vertex `w for te pure quark transition d-4v + W- i teS.

quark system described by he clectrowea- Lagrangian 210)-(2.16), wit te fictitious poton

mass m,=MS (M2 <<AJ.'<<M2 adopted. In tis case, te calculation involves te "massiveN 5 W

photon" propagator

D"(x) J�O d'k exp(-ikx) (2.36)
�j3 (27r)l k2 - MI IO

S

In particular, the wavy line in 224) renders D A,(X) (2.36). What is to emphasize is that this

subsidiary mass Ms is negligible as compared to the heavy boson mass Mw, though the nucleon

mass MN is, in turn, negligible as compared with Ms.

In much the same way as in the leptonic case, the corrected renormalized vertex �,dW S.

introduced by the matrix element

(e. (P., .) ISEW 141d(Pd, Ud), W' (q))

i(2-)'�(q + p - p. )(U.(P. ajdW(P., pd, q)-"(q)Ud(Pd, d)) (2.37)S.

to describe the transition of an initial d-quarlk with te momentum Pd and polarization ad into a

final u-quark with the momentum pu and polarization a., when a W+-boson with the momentum

10



q=p. - pd and polarization a is absorbed (or W- emitted). The quantities u,d indicate the Dirac

spinors of quarks. Following the above expounded OMS renormalization scheme 22-25] we

acquire from the Lagrangian 2.6)-(2.16), with m,=Ms assumed, in the one-loop order, 0(a),

(jj.(P.,,.)fdW(P., pd, q)w' (q)Ud(Pd, d)) (2.38)S.
W+jq

u d
Pu 'au - Pd, ad +

IV+ q W+

2 3
A W+ + W+ +

u d
P., au Pd, ad P., a Pd, Ord

W+ q 4 W+Iq 5
P., au I Pu, a. d

+ + +

audW 6

where te wavy fine with the tag As stands for the "massive photon' propagator D" 2.36).

The first grap i 2.38) depicts the bare udW-vertex

rudw = I ud I Y. - (2.39)
W2 w

originating from fwff' 213), and the last one accordingly Es. 219)-(2.23) represents the

counter term

tst� S.-L + JZ + jZW - .�W) . ,:dw, (2.40)
2 L I

where 8z' d W W
L' render the renormalization of the quark wave functions, and the difference z, 62

is given by (2.31) Oitting the terms (P' ,d1MWAS), (M2/M2,,) , we obtain the corrected

renormalized vertex

fudw = rdw rw), (2.41)

r(w) + a (I. Ms 3 c2 - w ln W)) (2.42)
MZ ;2W Sf,,

multiple to the bare vertex (2-39). Of course, there occurs no infrared divergence in f-dW (2.42).S a

So, we have acquired the renormalized corrected evW- and udW-vertices which are needed

to calculate the neutron fl-decay amplitude.
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111. TREATMENT OF NUCLEON STRUCTURE IN DESCRIBING THE NEUTRON

j8-DECAY

Up to now, we have dealt with the pure electroweak interactions EW (2.10)-(2.16). As the

nuc eon is a complex system of strong interacting quarks, the neutron -decay 1.6) can never

be reduced to te pure transition

d ==> u + e- + P + (3.1)

W ae to allow for te nucleon compositeness, such as excited states and formfactors associated

wit te nucleon intrinsic structure caused by the strong quark-quark Interactions. Therefore',QFi

(1.8) is to be completed y C to describe te transition 3.1) in a system of strong interacting

quarks,

L,�'(X = LE (.T + LI, X).

iv (3.2)
"'t f,

Ignoled he strong plark-(jilark interactions L,,',(x), the baryon is a free quark systern described

(in tcriiis or qark occupation numbers) y h 1cisciiherg wave function V,(PBaB) wit te0

given total omentum P,9, and te spin o3 and polarization CB, indi,4,ted as ap. So far as

interactions vanish at infinity,

Lj�, (x) 0 , when xo -+ T- oc, (3.3)

the baryon wave function in the interaction representation is written in the ordinary form:

�DBWB, OrB, X) &,(4 ::F-)'DB(PB, OrB, T-) S-11(ro, -T-)d'0B(PB OB)

�0

S'i'(X0' -C'0) Texp (i dxo f dxCi"(x)) S(t t) S(t" to) = (t, to)

The operator

0, d.,C." (x)) (3.5)S."(X1 x = Texp(ifdx2

. -0

transforms a state of the quark system at a time-point x to a state at a time-point A1 2

(P"(PB, aB, AD = St,(X2, XPDB(PB OB, X 0) (3.6)

The transition amplitude

12



Ay
-X

M = P. (3.7)

PP P.
to describe the neutron 0-decay 1.6) is determined by the matrix element of Si.,

M i(2-)'S(P. Pp - p - p. - p)

(0"(Pp,-p),O.'(p�,o,-e),Afp,,)ISi.,IlbI (3.8)OP 0�

Si.f =-Si.'(00, -00 = T exp(i f dxCi�,W = T exp (i f dx[,Ci'.wt(x) +,C' LWI) (3.9)

ror ow, tere sees no option, but to parameterize the effects of strong interactions in treating

the neutron -decay. We do not intend neither to specify an actual form of 'C" (x), nor to

procure a explicit expression of the baryon wave function OB(PBUB) in 3.4)-(3.9), but we posit

an apropriate arameterization of matrix elements of the electroweak interactions LEW (2.10)-

(2.16) between the baryon wave fnctions OB(PH, aB) I tis respect, y introducing the ordinary

nucleon weak tran-ition current

J:(k = ygv(k 2) + gw (P)al'k - -y'gA (k 2) + gp(k2)V),yI, (3.10)

the atrix lement ofCwff' (2.13)

A'P.�v(k)= d'y(OIPI(P,, a,)j�,(y)r,'(k)T,'0,,(y)W' 1(y)JO.(P., a.), W�(k)) , (3.11)0

k= P, P.

is rewritten in terms of the nucleon field operators,

'kN(Y)I= F_ (UN(PNC'N)4N(PNaN)exp1_iFNYj+
PN'.JV

UJV(-PN,.-ffN)bN(PN, aN) eX�ji PNYI) (3.12)

and the nucleon wave functions ON (.,, .,) describing the single-nucleon states with the given

P.,,, a.,,. What results is

A;'.�(k)= d4y(.pN+(p,,P ",)14N(Y)rl(k)7,Ntjv(y)w+,(y)lo�(P., ), W.+(k))=X or
(2-)46(p +U.(P +(k),

pp + kI,(Pp, ap)r.1' (k)TN p, a.)w. (3.13)

where

r.IPW(k) 1 p.(k = P n (3.14)
2vlr2sw J-P
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the operator Tt transforms the neutron into the proton, U, indicate the Dirac spinors of nucle-

ons. So, the matrix element Aw(k), originally written in terms of the quark states, results to

be expressed through the nucleon states and the electroweak formfactors V , gA , YWM , gIP.

Hereafter we shall also have to deal with the general case of weak transitions between the single-

barvonic states *P_ ,) including, besides the neutron and proton, various excited states of the

nucleon. Alike Eqs. 313), 314), the matrix elements to describe these processes are written in

terms of te baryonic field operators qf�(x ad te appropriate generalized transition currents

d4y(�D� + p'. 141.(k)) , (3.15)

tere

(k) .2", (3.16)

and T icreases barvo carge y oe unite.

In Tnuch te same way, te atrix element of 01 26) transforms as follows

B+ BI Bd'x(ID' (9, (PB,, eil,), A(k))
f B fBB'

= -c(27r)%PB - PB - k) (OB(PB OB )f�B' (k)UB,(PB,, o13,) )A-(k) , (3.17)

where the formfactors f� B' (k) to describe the electromagnetic transitions of baryons B--+B are

of the usual form 791

f�N (k) = f IVN (k')-y. + fNv(k')k",.,, (3.18)

in the case of neutron and proton (N=n, p) interactions with electromagnetic field A'. At the mo-

mentum transferred 0:�MN, the quantity gwm is given through the nucleon anomalous magnetic

moments,

[in 3.7
9WM (3.19)

2 M�, M,

the assessment

g1p(k 2 M, 9A (P) 2 M, A (0) 89A (0) (3.20)

- 2 '2 rn 2 2M,

is appropriate, and the estimations

179) _'I 1.93) Tn2 (3.21_'n' Pp(k') -z:: (0)fpp(k') zz f2 , fnn = 0 , f2nn
I k2 M2 (2M, - n2 U _ 2

P P P
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hold true within the vector-dominant model (see, for instance, Refs. 791). Here m,, m, are

conceived to be of the order of the 7r- and p-meson masses. Evidently, at k<<MN, Eqs. 3.10),

(3.18) are reduced to

J�,(O Y - 'gA-Y', (3.22)

r."'(0) = 'IV 9A (0)'YS , (3.23)
2vrsw

J.(O) = -. , J"(O = (3.24)

and the nucleon is treated as being a point-like particle, except for the residence of gA in the

nucleon weak transition current 3.22).

IV. TRANSITION AMPLITUDE.

As dictated I)yCi., 3.2), he transition amplitude M 3-7)-(3.9) is rpresented i the one-loop

order, 0a), by the set of iagrams
ePe, -P., _(Y�

W + +

4, 'im P., 7.
P (4.1)

e V e V e V

+ + 5 + 6 

P

+ + 8 +
P P

with the *odtftW kwetofbre gliAen by 2.10).(2.16), 2.24), 3.23), 2.28), 2.38), 3.14) 3.16)

and also currently explicated hereafter, as far as ued. At the lowest order in EW 2.10)-(2.16),

that is without-ra"ve corrections, the uncor. ted Born amplitude MO presented by the first

graph in 4.1) is determined by

d k d4z x
MO i(2r)"6(P - P, - p - p.) f 2_)4 

2V2.w
9.0

X (4.2)

xfd 4ye-il,(�-1,)(,tll(ppap)17'1�,(Y).Y,(1 -1')T,+0q(Y)
OP
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wherethestronginteractionsintrudeviaS,,,=S,,,(oo,-oo) 35). Withallowancefortherelations

SI, =S�I,*,Y')SV,(Y',--), 4N(PNCNY') =S�Ir(Y',--),bO'N(PN,-N), (4.3)

the last integral in 42) is reduced as follows

d4YCiky((Dq-I(p"
f OP 1,Alr(-, Y)j0q(Y)_Y"(l - 5)T,+V,(Y)jSIr(Y', -00)"PL(P., a.))

d4yeiky(4,q +(p" (P., (4.4)
f P

Applying to te expressions 3.10)-(3.14), te Born amplitude proves to be

ml) u,)r,,,w u,(-p. -a,) x

f d�y, i-(v , (PP, P)jo.(y) rllv(q) v,(y)j4,,(P_ D' (q)

u, 1),, (,P(P,, _,)qw(q)U,,(P_ a.) D (q), (4.5).0

e -�.(i - , r.,Iv(q = IV.,j ' J.P(q)
-2 v"2 l 2 v'2s w

q = P. - Pp - p - p,

A., q< 112<<,112 IV, UC (MUltitiCS F'lv(q), 7(q) are replaced y (3.23), 3.22), and

D'v (q = 9.,o 9.)g. 0 (4.6)q - Al' M2

With allowance for the radiative corrections, the bare, uncorrected vertexes r,.,w I"Pw(q)

and 14'-propagator Dw (q) in M' 4.5), depicted by the point, blob and thin wavy line in tile graph

I in Eq. 4 ), will give place to te corrected renormalized quantities f- , �-�Pw(q), b (q),

what counts is that the terms presented by the graphs 23,4 emerge in M 41) in the one-loop

order, 0(a); �'�'w 1 �'�Pw(q) 5 q) are depicted by the shaded circle, the shaded circle with.0

heavy core, and the heavy wavy line in the graphs 2 3 4 respectively.

The terms presented by the graphs 56 7 describe the real -f-radiation, and the graphs of

the type 9 usually called the "box-diagrams', render generically all the irreducible four-particle

processes.

The contribution of the graph 2 is merely acquired from 4.5) by replacement of F-W in 4.5)

by f�.` 228), 2.35).

The corrected renormalized vertex t,Pw in the graph 3 in 41) describes the nlp transi-

tion by absorbing a W'(q) boson with the polarization and the momentum q (or emitting

W-(q)). The contribution of the graph 3 originates from 4.5) by replacing ,Pw-*f`W. So,

the calculation of �,Pw(q) is in order.
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V. THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE pnW-VERTEX WITHOUT

INVOLVING STRONG QUARK-QUARK INTERACTIONS.

In the third order in the quark part of.CiEW, 2.10), the vertex f"P'(q) is defined by the matrix

element which involves besides the electroweak interactions,,099, CWqg, CA", CZWW I CAWW

(2.1l)-(2.16), the strong quark-quark interactionsC.t, as well, via S,,=S,,,(oo, -oo) 3.5)

i(2ir)'S(P - Pp + q) (Clp(Pp, ap)frW(P., Pp, q)-"(q)U.(P., .)) = iA;P.�(q) +

d"x, d 4Z fd'-3('b,"(PP, )I'rf(,CWqq(',)ICWqq(X2),Cwfq(.T,)+f f F ap

,CWqq(XI )f-Zq9(12)1CZWW(Z3) +,CW,,(.T,).CA" (-T2)f AWW (X3 +

'C1t'qq(,j).CZqq(X'),CZ9q(.T,) .CW,,(.T,),CAqq (.T 2),CAqq(-T3)) -S.,,)j0.9(P.,.,.), W.+(q)) E

iAO'Pw(q) + AWw(q) + AW-7(q) + AAW(q) + A!�Zz(q) + AWAA(q).

The processes of ifferent kinds contribute toprwm' 11p, q) (5. 1).

All he terms but last in the integrand i (5.1) prove to incorporate he propagators of heavy

gauge bosons 147 2.7). So, i t r.h.s. of (5.1), Aww, Awz, AWAW, Azz render te

processes where te quark-quark clectroweak interactions are due to the eavy gauge bosons ex-

change that corresponds to large momenta transferred, 2_M2.W>MN2, and therefore te short-

range, -IlMwz, quark-quark electroweak interactions cause these processes. By emitting or

absorbing a virtual heavy gauge boson, large oment q-M2,z is transferred to the quarks

constituting the nucleon. As quark moment IWde the ucleon are relatively small, 2< N,

quarks pomm large momenta, 2-M2,W>Afk, in the itermediate states between emission and

absorption of heav guge bosons in the vertexestw"(XI), ICZ"(X2 i (5-1)- What is the under-
I

lying inherent principle of the Standard Model to emphasize at -this very stage is that the strong

quark-quark interactions die-out when quarks'possess the arge m-nent- 2 >MN2- onsequently,

given the fact that quarks have got such a law momenta, the strong quark-quark interactions fie

out, i.e. C vanishes, in them intermediatestoss, and e deal with free quark 8,22-25) In

this respect, on rewriting (with allowance for Es. (2.11�(2.16), (3.4y(3.6), 4.3)) the quantities

Awwz, AWAW in the form

Aw"'Z(q)=-fd4.,jd4-3

(4(-T2)rzq,(-T2)9(X2))rwwZ(-T3)W"(-T3)11161.(P., a.), W.(q))-DJA(z, X�A -T3)'Dj(Z3--T2), 52)

A�AW(9)=_ d4z, d 4Z2 d 4 ,x2)x
f f f
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(4(-2)e,-Y Pq(-Z2))rW A W(-3)W+ "(-3) I IV. P.,-.),W:(q))- DAX.A OA(X - X3).Dw(x3 --- 2), 53)

we presume S,,,(x,,x')=l herein, so far as C',' (x)=O at x<x'<x' in 35). Then, without2 & I- - 2

involving the strong quark-quark interactions, the sum Awwz + AWAW transforms to the matrix

element of the -product of quark field operators presented by the diagrams 2 and 3 in 2.38)

between the neutron and proton wave functions 3.4),

A�W-(q) + AAW(q)

;fd 4Yi�y(4,,1(p"_')j�.(Y)I-
P ,'W(Y)W+'(Y)Od(Y)14".(P.,O'.),W.+(q)).F'(WZA). (5.4)

Here. te bare vertex rd"' is given by 2.39) and

3af I [(I 2,�,� ) + (I + 2edS2W W)I(A(MZ - ��d)(A(MW)47r 2,2W

+ ' (4(e - Cd) + 4 6 In cw) + (ed _ C.)S2 (5.5)
47r S2 ,2 W

W W

accordingly a direct evaluation of the contribution from te diagrams 2 and 3 i 238) Wh

making use of Eqs. (:1.10)-(3.14), 3.22), 3.23), te expression 5.4) results as

A�Wz(q) + A WAW (q)

=i(2-)46(p - Pp + q) u,'(Pp' a.)r.,w(q)-+'(q)U.(P., ,,)) r(WZA). (5.6)

Certainly, r;'w(O) 323) resides erein at q<AIN2.

Recalling Eqs. 219)-(2.24), we acquire in much the same way

A�Ww(q = i d 4Yez,,(,p, 1(pp a)I�.(Y)P r,,"W W+X(Y) Vd(Y)I'D' (P�, U.), W�(q)) x

W I I dMW)
X S�-W bz + �JZZWW) + ZL

i(27r )4j(p. - Pp + q)((Jp(Pp, -. )F'PW(q)-:(q)U�(P., x

X Jz S + Jzz(mw + -bzd(Afw))1 2 2 2 L (5.7)

where the difference bzw - zw is given by 2.31), and the quantities1 2

�ZL,(MW) 6Zd MW) (A(MW) - 1 a (5.8)
L

2 � T 2 47r

specify renormalization of the u-, d-quark wave functions caused by the quark self-energies 2.24)

with a virtual W-boson.

Arnenably o Eqs. 36), 4.3), 2.19)-(2.24), the quantity Azz is presented likewise Aw-wz,

A IS'AW , AWW 5.2)-(5-8) in the form
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Awzz(q) d4.T, d 4.T, d'X3('O' '(P,,0,)17-1(4(-T,)rZ"(-T2)q(X2))S,,,(X'IX' )

X3 X

Z"(X3)q(.T3)jj*q.(P., a.), W.+(q))D' (-2 - X3), (5-9)

X4(X3)r, X0

where we can presume the strong quark-quark interactions die out. in the intermediate states,

S.dr(2�',, X3)=S-"(-'I' ')=I 

alike in Es. 52), 5.3). Then, in much the same way as Awz, A WAW , AWW have trans-

formed to 5.4), 5.6), 5.7), the quantity Aw" 5.9) transforms as follows

A�zz(q) = i I d4ye i'(#:'(PP'-PW-(Y) r"'W"(Y O(y)jIb.(P., a.), W.+(q))x

x I r(wz + Ibz'(Mz + Jzd(AIz)jL L

i(2-)'h(P - P. q)(fjp(pp,ap)r,.Pw(q)-:(q)tl.(P.,-.)) 

r(w z + -'j.- (mz + I Jzd(Mz)), (5.10)
2 2 L

where the value of rwz) is presented y the diagram 4 in 2.38) what counts is

r(wz = -i-i;WjI + 2s'w(e - c�, - 4cdc.s' ](A(Mz -W 2

and, aiienalAy to P*. (2.19)-(2.23), the normaHzallon constants of the u-,d-quark wave

functiow

-4� , (I 2.e.'.Y(A(Mx - - (5.12)
4irWw4 2

a I (I __� 2V.S2)2(,&(MZ' 1)
4Z (5.13)

are cumd by de iieff-eaftrem (224),.with a viirtuaJ Z-bosoa.

Fbr the omk9ent treatment o the iwo e of drong iteractions, we rewrite the last term AWAA

in (5.1) as illows

A:' = An' AZ'

_C2

kir;(22 - X) + DI,' x - X3)) x (5.14)

S.44.'(P., a.), WVO

the propagator pAA (Z2 93):(2-0) of a virtual photon is split herein into two parts
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D"(X2 - -3)=g.. d4k I -M12 -ik(-2-3)=

�M,� + �O + (k2 - A2 + io)( - MS2 + o))e (5.15)
D A, X, Al X,W� - x,) + D- _ X,),

with introducing the subsidiary matching parameter Ms, chosen so that M2 < M2 < M 2 [27,28].W

The quantity D A, X), involving only the integration over large momenta k2ZMS2, is natural to be

treated as the propagator of a 'massive photon' with the mass Ms.

The corrected renormalized vertex �."'W in Eq. (5.1) is written as the sum

�:Pw + �I.Pw ,

where the quantities �,P.` and �"W are determined as follows1.

i(27r)'�(P - Pp + q)((Jp(pp,-p)�.'Pw(q)-"(q)U.(P.,a.))0
.PW WAW WAAA0 + AW A + AWW + Az A (5.17)0 0 0 0 0 .0

i(2-)'�(P - Pp + q)(Up(Pp, u)�'PW(q)-+1'(q)U.(P.,-.) = A WAA. (5-18)10 1,0

So, �.Pw is due to the electroweak quark-quark interactions ediated by W, Z-bosons and

'massive photons', wereas,; �,'Pw is due to 'soft photons". he quantity A A A in 514),

which involves the ropagator D A, of a 'massive photon' 236), (.15), describes te pro-

cesses where quarks interact exchanging virtual 'massive photons". Consequently, the large

momenta, k 2 _M2>>M2, are transferred to the quark system by the electromagnetic interac-

tions thereby. Therefore quarks possess the large momenta in the intermediate states be-

tween emission and absorption of a 'massive photon", alike in the processes described by

AWWz, A WAW , AW A", where the quark-quark electroweak interactions are mediated

by W-,Z-bosons. In this respect, the strong quark-quark interactions in these intermediate

AA A Astates can be ignored in treating A7 . Consequently, A7 in 5.14) can be written in much

the same way as Azz 5.9) in the form

A WAA (q) = _e2 4X, 4X, 4 X, 4tq I pp a) I T 0d f d f d P j(4(X2)e,_Yq(-2))S.11(X2,X1 X

X ((xi)['$W"(X,)W"(Xl)T"(Xl)q(xl))S.,,(x'l, 4) X

X (4(X3)e,_fOq(Z3)) 1".), W.+ (q)) DA. (-2 - X3), (5.19)0

with accepting Sxo, x)=S(xo, xO)=1 3.5) herein. So, we are again to treat, alike in Eqs. 54),1 2 1 3

(5.10), 57), the matrix element of the T-product of the pure quark field operators presented

by the graphs in the expression 2.38) between the neutron and proton wave functions 3.4).
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In much the same way as in calculating Azz, A",W, Awwz, A WAW 5.4), 5.7), (5. 10) we

acquire

AWAA(4) i d'ye"'(01'(P, o,)jo.(y) &WW" 0d(y)l0q.(P., a.), W:(q))x
P x

-jr(wAS) + +
2 2

i(27r)'b(P - P - ) ((',(Pp, arjpw (q)w, ( u.(P., a.)) 
' dAf,)x f r(WAS) + j (M,) + jb--, (5.20)ZL

roi-,,4s) (5.21)
4w

and

+2 11 2 -L 47r 2 2 (5.22)

providetiicr(,iioriiiitlizatioit(2.19)ortheu-,d-(Itiarkwavefutictionscatis(,xII)ytlicfi-ld-(Iuark

self-elleTgiCS 2.24) where th(- wavy i tands for te massive photon' popagator DA, 236),

(5.15).

Summarizing the results 5.6), 5.7), (5.10), 5.20), the uantity PPw in Eqs. (5.16), 5.17)

proves to be

r.W. w, (5.23)

where ` andr:Pw are given y 2.42) 'and 3.14), 3.23), 3-22), 4.5).

VI. EFFECT OF STPON IftERACI*NS ON THE pW-VERTEX.

As only the momenta k''-'M2 contribute into DA' (5.15), only theme comparatively small

momenta are transformed to quarks by emitting or absorbing virtual photons in the

described by the quantity AWAA in (5.1), 5.14), (5.18) Pessing the comparatively small

momenta, k2<M2, quarks can be considered to constitute the baryon in the."intermediate tate

between emitting and absorbing a virtual 'soft oko'. Then, with allowance for FAs. 36),

(4.3). AWAA can e transformed as follows
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AWAA (q = -e' d'xl f dX2f dX3(4�",(Pp,-P)Irf(4(X2)e,-tq(X2))SI,(X',X') X
1. f 2 

x (4(xi)r Wqq(XI)W+ A(x,)Tg+(xl)q(x,))S,,,(x',x') x11 1 3

X(4(X3)eq-ypq(X3))11'0'(P.,'�),W.+(q)) D Al

X0(X2 - X3) (6.1)

e' f dx, d'X2 f dX3 Frf(4bq+(p., C,)1(4(X2)e,,y,,q(-2))l't9(P,,U,)) X

x(ID.+(P.,-.)1(4(X3)eq-y#q(X3))I'b'.(P.,a.))ID Al

Here te surn runs over te intermediate quark states with relatively small momenta P�.,;�M,�

described by the baryonic wave functions 0q., (pr," ,,,) (3.4). Of course, the proton and neutron

intermediate states are icluded therein too. The matrix elements of the -products of quark

operators etween t,% (P,.., -r..) 34) are defined by Eqs. (3.1l)-(3.18) in terms of the matrix

elements of te -products of the baryon field operators *r between the baryon wave functions

,P , with he haryon fornifactors fW , f- 314), (3.I6), 317) introduced thereby. Defined

ordinarily the baryon field propagator

9,,( - Y = -i(0jT,(-)C(Y)j0 = Jr. f dpg,(p) e-"(--') (6.2)
(27r)4

and te baryon self-energy 2.24) with the virtual 'soft photon' .15)

ENI(PN = -e' d k f:'(k) D Al (k) ghl (k) (PN - k)
f -,(2,r)l .0

_c., � jr d 4k "' (k) - M S2 g (6.3)

i(27r)4 f�'(k) 9, (P, - k)f, (k2 - A2 + i)(k2 M, + o)

N- N
fNr 91 fN

the corrected renormalized vertex PW in Eq. (5.18) proves to be

1 1
& = �(WAI) + r,Pw - -Sz + Jz']

2 2

JzP i W+ W+

P n + P - n + P i n

fp. W+ PI J.P J.P i 45Z (6.4)
2

where the first graph represents the quantity
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up(ppo,,)r.(WA1)U.(P.1a.)W"(q)
e3jV 4.dI d k f.'(k)g�(Pp - k) x

VP(PP a) i(2?r)42vl�sw

xj,' (q)(TB),.G.(P - k)f:(k)D.A.(k)U.(P., o.)w+(q), (6.5)

and the finite renormalization constants 6z',P of the neutron and proton wave functions come

from

S-N (6.6)

In 63)-(6.5), the wavy lines tagged by Al represent the "soft photon' propagator DAI (5.15),

the triplex ie gnerically rnder various baryonic states including te nucleon), and te blobs

stand for te NB-l-,BN-y-,BB-y-,BB'W-vertices wit te apropriate fornifactors (3.14)-

(3.21) Aparently, as oly he integration over te omenta �Al, contributes to 6.3)-(6.6),

no IJV divergeme merges therein.

The prevailing part of (6.3)-(6.6) is obtained y retailing i te suni over r oly te single

nucleon intermediate stat(-, r, = N with the ropagator

GN(PN) P+MN (6.7)
- 2 + o

and also presuming 3.22)-(3.24) Ten, te quantity r(WAI) 6.5) evidently vanishes, m f=O

is utilized, and we arrive at

('64 + 64) Q`, (6.8)2

with the finite renormalization constants 6.6) of the neutron and proton wave functions

J-P (21n M's 4 1. M, & = (6.9)
4w Mp 2 A

To estimate the effect of nucleon structure on SzN, we first retain only the single nucleon

intermediate state with GN 6.7) in 6-3)-(6.6), yet specify the nucleon forrnfactors into (6.3)-

(6�6)� by Es. 318), 3.21) which are pausible at the momenta V transferred by a virtual 'soft

photon". Then, after a due calculation, laborious but rather plain, we arrive at the estimation

MP 9 J(,) + r 19 et 1.792 r
Si' = -J-21n - + .- J(r))+ JI(O - I(r) - a I(r)), (6.10)

2ir A 4 �ar 2ir 2 2&
�2 C9

, 11(o) I(r) , rI(r)j, (6.11)Si 2i 2 2

where r=rn,/M, is to set, and
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J(r = dx [r'(-X2 - x) + x(2x - 2 x2)],
f., X2 + r2(1 - X) 2

I(r) dx -ir'(x 6 2r 2(3x - 6 - - 8X2(X - 3.
8(X2 + r2(j

f., X - X)

For the intermediate states in 6.3) with rN, the quantities fpr fr' describe the transitions

between tese nucleon excited states r and the proton and neutron states p, n respectively. These

intermediate states are naturally to be treated as the well-known excited states of the proton,

such as te \33-isobar. Roper-resonance, and so on. To realize the effect of the exited states on

S--"' 6.6). 63), we consider the contribution into 6.6) due to an intermediate A.33-isobar, the

simplest poton excited state, the internal structure of which is much the same as the structure

of te nucleon ground state. I the ucleon as well as in te A33-resonance, all three quarks

(CCIIPY OW State IS112- Therefore, te amplitude fP11 i 6.3), 6.6) oes not differ sbstantially

front f,". Also aong tbese lines, te very distinction of ga,, 6.2) from Gp 6.7) wich is of vital

importance for te current estimation, actually results in replacing M-+Ma see, for istance,

Refs. 30]) Wat is of crucial valu i valuating 6.3), 6.6) With Y� N is that

MI J1 f"M _ Al I _ 2

P P M4133 2

Then, by assuming the formfactors 3.22)-(3.24), the irect estimation of te contribution to 6.6)

from the term with te A33 intermediate state gives

JZ' _JJj(A4s1MA - JA(O) , (6.13)11 27r

J4, d x X2 )[2x + d(I - 2x - r' - 2x(I - x)) .
X2 2(1 I(X - -f., + dx(I - x) + r - X) 2

The relations M2>>Ml M2, MI _Ml were utilized in obtaining 6.9)-(6.11), 6.13). Let us beholdS N P a N

that M , i' are free of the infrared divergencies, unlike 6zP , SiP.A

Now it is only a matter of straightforward numerical evaluation to become convinced that the

difference

[(M + Sip Si') M] ;� .1 6P (6.14)41 0 0

constitutes less than -10% to the main quantity M 6.9).

Except for the A33-isobar, the structure of the nucleon excited states and the structure of the

ground state of the nucleon are disparate. Therefore, the values of fP' with r76p, A33 are anyway

substantially smaller than the fP value. Consequently, the contribution of these excited states

into 6.3), 6.6) is still far smaller than 6.13).
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The quantity 6.5) is exclusively caused by the small fornifactors f" , f- 3.17), 3.21) It

incorporates also two baryonic intermediate states. In this respect, the contribution of 6.5) into

(6.4) is realized to be still far smaller than 6.10), 6.11), 6.13). All the more so, we may abandon

the contribution of simultaneous allowance for the nucleon fornifactors and the nucleon excited

states.

Thus, with an accuracy better than -10%, E� 68) holds true, the quantity 6.5) is negligible,

and the renormalization constants of the neutron and proton wave functions are given by 6.9) As

the wole radiative corrections constitute a few per cent to the uncorrected fl-decay probability,

we commit an error ;�0.1% but never more, making use of 6.8), 6.9) in the further calculations.

Finally, adding (5.23 ad 68), the corrected renormalized npW-vertex proves (with tile

aforesaid accuracy) to be ultiple to te uncorrected vertex 3.14):

�,'PW(P_ Pq = �.`W(P_ Ppq) + PW(P., Pq)

+ M., 9 1 I I 3 c2 - 'w
MZ - �W, j ,2

47r 4W

This quantity is just wat is dpicted by te shaded circle with heavy core i t graph 3 in the

amplitude 4.1).

VIL THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE WBOSON PROPAGATOR.

Next, the propagator D(9) 2.7) of the bare Wboson in 4.5) gives place to the corrected
.W

regularized W-boson propagator D W 22-25,31]

Dw(q) bw(q) k;q2 MW2 + & q2 MWI + t(q2)

2AJ for q M (7.1)
A W

as represented by the graph 4 in the express' where the heavy wavy line stands for

bw. The renormalized W-boson self-energy israther not amenable to a precise reliable

evaluation because it includes light quarks ontributions in the momentum region where strong

interaction effects cannot be ignored 24]. Fortunately, one can acquire from the analysis of the

p-meson decay 24,311 that

G. air( + S�)
- 2 M, I G, = 11663 - 0-' GeV-2, 0.006, (7.2)

2 = 2112sw( R )
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The estimation (O)IM,,;��0.066 was ascertained in Refs. [23,241.

It is expedient to redefine MO as the sum of the amplitudes and 4 in expression M 41),

writing hereupon M as

M = e )'b-(q)jV.,j(f,,(p�)-y.( - y')u,(-p.)) Up(Pp)-y'(1 - Y9A)U.(P.) - (7.3)
2 v'2 s ,

Accordingly 7.1), 7.2), the coefficient in 7.3) reads

2 Gm G

2 v'2 s w w (q) v'2 72 (7.4)

The contributions from all the diagrams in 4.1) but 4 are themselves of the order 0/47r, even

without llowance or rplacing D-+,bw. Therefore, in treating te a-order radiative corrections

cause(] by the rocesses depicted y these graphs, it stands to rason to st

( e 1 G (7.5)

2 v'-2_1 , W�f w = 2

which is put to s(, henceforward.

VIII. THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS DUE TO THE IRREDUCIBLE

npev-VERTEX (THE "BOX DIAGRAMS").

By now, we have considered the terms in M 41 wich stem from te Born amplitude MO

(4.5) by replacing the vertices P,' , P.PW and te W-boson propagator D' with the corrected

renormalized quantities �,- , �'�P , b. Besides these terms, which are due to the aforesaid

modification of the separate blocks in the graph 1 41), the total amplitude M 37), 38)

incorporates also the part represented by the graphs 9 in 4.1) which are of the second order in

both the lepton and quark electroweak interactions 2.13)-(2.16). The matrix element

z(2-)'J(P - P - p - p,)M2,

f d4 4.T, (40, + p"
f ��2 f d-x, f d OP

T� (,CZq (,I )1CWqq(12)-CW- (.T,),CZ,,(X,) +,CZqq(X,),CWqq (X1)LW-(X3)1CZ-(X1) +

LAqq(X�),CA,,(x�)Lwqq(Xl)'CW"(-4)) Ar 4,0 (P., a.), (- P- - -�) =

AzW A AW,

defines this part of the amplitude M2,, usually referred to as the contribution from the "box-

type' diagrams. It comprises the terms of different nature, the strong quark-quark interactionsCt'r
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entangled herein through The second term, A AWjn r.h.s� of (8. 1) involves the

interactions of quarks CA" 2.15) and electrons 641e (2.zl6) with ctromagnetic field. Inasmuch

as AA' describes he process" in which a photon is exchanged between an electron and quark,

the expression of AMV includes the'virtual photon propagator DAA 28). Then, by disporting

DAA into the 'm"sive' DA, and 'soft" DA' photon propagators, pursuant to Eq. (5.15), AA is

split into two parts corresponding to large, k2ZMI, and comparatively small, �MS2, momenta

transferred from leptons to quarks by it virtual photon, much in te same way as in the case of

Eq. 514). Sol with allowance forEqs. 34), 3.6), (4.3),the quantity AAW in (8.1) is written in

the form

A AW f d 4X, f d'-12 f d4.,-,, f d 4-4 f,' (PI, 111 I 0�- (P, I I

V,9 C9 .8

AW. AW1
-,Y,, D.';(X -x4) + DAj',(X1 X4) D(-I. - 23) A A

In 8.1), the term A" it icluding he clectroweak iteractions of eavy bsons wh (marks

and leptons, LZqg, fW99, Cz-,,Cz-,,CW-, is due to the Z-boson exchange bawcen quarks and

leptons. It contains te propagators L)W-7 2.7) of virtual eavy gauge bosons. This -case evidently

corresponds to the large moimenta. q 2 MS2 > M2 transferred from ep;�Dns to quarks. Recalling

Eq& 3-4), 3.6), 4.3), we find out

4
W f4'z', I d",, f d'.,,f d X4(V'(PP_, ap),e.P

W -3)
))St,(X',, AN�.(XOr" -(T2jTt1hCX2)) �5 (8

+ *(-T4)r,-(X4)'P,(;r4))j

-. �))Dz - - X4)DW (-2:-�- -1) 

The amplitude M21 is written as the sum

M2 = M270 +M�,J, (8.4)

where the quantities M2,,, M2,1 are defined as follows

AWj
i(27r)'S(P - P - P� P.)M2-,. Az A (8.5)

)4S(p. AAW1
i(2- P - P. - P.)M2,1 (8.6)
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Quark momenta inside the nucleon are known to be relatively small, k,;SMP'. Large momenta,

k2ZM2>M,2, kZMZ',W>M2, are transferred by virtual gauge bosons and 'massive, photons

to the quark system in the processes described by Azw , A AW, 8.5)� Therefore, quarks have got

the large momenta >MP' in the intermediate states between emission and absorption of gauge

bosons and 'massive' photons at the time-points x and in such pcesses. At this point,1 2

we invoke again the Standard Model assumption thM the strong quark-quark interactions V9,

vanish provided quarks possess the momenta V>M2. Consequently, the operator S.,,(z' , x2)

(3.5) in A 'V , A Atil, turns out to be unit, S.,,(x',xo)=I. Then, by straightforward calculating2

AZW, A AIV, (8.2). (8.3), we otain (8.5)

Azw + AAW, = i(2,r)"M2w S(P - P - P - )

(I ;,. (4" P, (8.7)

with he oerator to describe the pure clectroweak transitions of

leptons nd quarks presented y the set of diagrams
C C V e e V

p- O - I - -P., -or, AqlaSSW

1 As W + 2 +
P. 4 I 4 E l : Pd, ffd

U u d d d
e e V e e- V (8.8)

3 �Z + 4

u U d U d d

e - P V e M
-�W �Z - - 6

+ 5 +

U d d U U d

where, in particular, the wavy line with the tag A37 depicts the 'massive photon" propaga-

tor DA, (2.36), (5.15). Recalling Eqs. 42), 45), 46), 314), 323), we eventually find the

amplitude

.A4 2Y. M 0 r (I c,-- In (cw - 6 In (8.9)4 r 4W Ms

being multiple to the Born amplitude MO 4.5). It is to emphasize once again the relations
Mf<<M" M._M,<<MN, JPfj2<M2 jpXj2<MN2

V, f=evud, M2 < MS2 < M W2

M.-MP In M- M., -0 , M, in MW -0 (8.10)
M" MP MW Ms

were used in obtaining 8.7)-(8.9), as well as far and wide over the work.
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The second term in 8.9) is due to the contributions of the first and second diagrams in (8-8).

In view of the discussion given in the last section, it is to take cognizance that if we had a neutral

initial particle instead of a d-quark and a final particle with the charge +1 instead of an u-quark,
I

the contributionof the second diagram in (8.8) would a parently vanish and the coefficient in front

of In MwlMs would be equal to instead of 6.

IX. THE IRREDUCIBLE ev-VFRTEX WITH ALLOWANCE FOR NUCLEON

COMPOSITENESS.

Uifflk th case of AAWs, the processes described by A"' (K6), 8'2), tluarks and leptons

exchange a virtual W-boson an a virtual 'soft photon" (5.15). The amplitude 211 86)
1 Al

includes the 'soft poton" propagato D (5.15). This case corresponds to the comparatively

small momenta, �M2, transferred. from leptons to quark�. Therefore, the intermediate quark

system, between quark interactions with a W-boson and a 'soft poton', possesses te relatively

small momenta, and we deal with the intermediate baryonic states B, the ground or excited states

of the nucleon. With allowance fDr 34), 43), AAW 8 is Written as the sum over tese

baryonic states

AAW = i(2,,)4M,,lJ(p. p, p. P�)i

d'zl d 4-T2 O.T4 d 4X4 E(*;,(Pp, -P), (P.,f f f

-7-.))DW'(X3 Z4)DA�'(XI 2`2) (9.1)

Recalling Eqs. (3.1l)-(3.18), (0.2)j the as;qpl�itude Mji is presented as the sum of the contributions

of two diagrams

e e

-'A1%0-w
Al +

(9.2)
L7B j; n n

f dk4 (ii.(P.)(-e),Y1G.(p - k)r`W'u.(-p.)) - Ms, �M2 + �
(2w)4i (k2 - A2 + i)(k2 S 0 X
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I y ((j,(p,),�!fpB (k)g.(Pp + kr BW (k)U.(P.)) +
m 1 + 10 B

+((jp(PP)rP�Bw(k)9B(Pp - kef,B'(k)U.(P.))

where the wavy line tagged by Al stands for the 'soft photon' propagator D Al (5.15) and the

triplex line represents generically the propagator of a quark system in the intermediate states.

The forthcoming estimations will prove that omitting all the nucleon excited states and describing

the nucleon forrnfactors and nucleon transition current by Eqs. 322)-(3.24), we commit no more

than a few per cent error in evaluating M2,i, in much the same way as in evaluating " 6.8) In

this approach. liable for providing the dominant part Of M2,1, the contribution of the second term

in 92) isappears, &% f-=0 is adopted, and the contribution of the first term gets simplified,

utilizing 6.2), 3.22)-(3.24) Ten, with allowance for (8.10), straightforward calculation gives
e C V

MO Al

P p jp.(O) n (9.3)

e 2 jj�� -
I I(2Mk,,\)P�"'-ho. -
2

'P�11"h (1� (ks k_ I (kb k., Ms))

where

^ ,p(k, P, p) C
f V -2 + jo

i

V (k, Pp, p = [(p - k - _2 ij(Pp + k)2 - M2 + ol (9.4)

'Po" + rn )-Y (I 7 5))-.(-P.) (9.5)

h' ,g Jp(Pp)-yo( + 17.0 'Y'9A)U.(P.),
VP

h = 1p(Pp)-Y0-Y'-Y.(I - A'Y')Un(P.), fi=P.-(',

and 2 p2� v=jpj/c are the electron energy and velocity.

Now, the point is to acquire what comes out of allowance for the nucleon compositeness:

formfactors and excited states. In what follows, we shall treat concisely these two effects separately,

one after other. We start with retaining only the pure single proton intermediate state, B=p, in the

first term in 9.2) and approximating thereby the nucleon formfactors by Eq. 310), 3.18)-(3.21).

Then, with allowance for (8.10), we obtain the respective contribution to 9-2)
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e e V

�W )2LV_ XM" = 2"�_
2 V72., w MW

.T
P J_ n

x 11 (2Mc, A)P,',Pho,. - (I, 2k, M,, A) - Sw 1, (2k, M,, rn,) I Pf'ahoa 
2 2

- ((I, k, k�, A) - 1, (k, k., M,) - (L� (kk.', m, - 1 (ki k., Ms))) Pf'-h0. + (9.6)

Up+[Ij(kjkk,1MpA - 1j(kAk,1M,-,)jP.0'*Afph.P

where, in addition to 9.5), we have defined

79
P. 'Y#,Y,(9WMa. - g1ps.--y' + apY"Y.(l - A-Y') .(P.) (9.7)

h2s'� VP(PP) ( 2MP MP

In 93), 96), the terms involving h. hL 95) are associated with the electric formfactor,

whereas h2" 9.7) is due to the magnetic formfactors and electrowea- formfactors 3.10)-(3.21).

Hereafter, the calculation of the a-order decay probability will call for the real part Of M2, as

MO is real, see Eq. ( I 1) below. Athe integrals 11 but 11 (2M,-, A) are real, and their expressions

prove to be rather plain,

pill + 46IJO, 1 = 2
1j(2MpkjA):= � n(.T) e V

Mt I 
11 = W2 (21n( ln(z)], x = � . (9.8)

M, V +V,

11 klk.,,\ - 1(kok., Ms) -98-(12 40120),

0 3 M *2
1 = I ( + 2R M I.

4 2 M,:

The *rdul calculation of ReIj(2Mc, A) wu expoux0ed in Ref. 211 with the result

ReIj(2Mpc, A) = X(Pp, p., e)

X2 (In (z))2 + F(Ilz - 1 - (9.9)- PW DW-) iV A t2-tj

where

Rj2 P;�)2- �"f~
ti.2 -Mp42i + 2p

P 4A=m2.+.M2+ AP, +'-2(P^)'

and F is the Spence-function [32). Thi. qu�nft'(9.9) dkennla.� the fi,4, nawt; ijibftsht term

in the"amplitudes (41) nd 9.6). Let u behold thid ihe 'Coulomb correction" is incorporated

ther6in in the naturW way, via the last term in m, P., C) (9.9).
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The second term in 9.6) comes out of the second term in 9.3) by subtracting I,(2Mkbm,)

from 11(2Mks, A). For the mass Zrn,, the estimation is obtained

it 2M, k_ y) -T'bo. [(r2 - 4 3/2 In (r + r2 + (I - r2) In r +1 (9.10)
12r 2 2 6 6

where r= At p=m,, r;z�l, we have got
Al,

11(2Mk,,rn,) :t: -7r%_ (9.1 I)

This vlue is to be compared to

So, II', ;Zt 72 In -15,r2b., (9-12)

in 11(2111,k_ A). As sen, 1I(2AI,,k,,?n,) can be oitte i 9.6) with an error smaller than 6.

Taking ito consideration (8.10), te ifferences which determine the third terms 9.3 ad

in (9.6) are reduced to

3 Als
IIKj k_ A) - I I ks k_ M,) g., + I n SO.) (9.13)

2 4 Al,

Ms 3
I I ks k_ P, - I ks k.. Ms) In 4 (M.,)) (9.14)

1 0 2 (_�T' -

X d x d y I n [ x'(y -1)' + r 2 X)j r,10 = I A M, (9.15)

Next, it is only a matter of straightforward numerical evaluation to bccomc convinced that the

quantity 9.14) makes up no more than -10% to 9.13). So, with tis accuracy, the third trm in

M,',t 9.6) is seen to coincide with the tird term in M2,y, 9.3).

In the last term in 96), the factor 'P111S'A1,h2"' is realized to be of te same order, as the0.
13"h'- in 9.3), 9.6). Upon a, labor-consuming but rather unsophisticated

factors P36'h'. and I 0.

evaluation of the corresponding integrals l(kskk,1M,,y), we arrive at the estimation of the

difference

lI(k3kk,/M,,A - 11(kjkk,/Mpm,)

2 fI d ,2 7r2 n,
"" (- 1 22 ::L: - - , r - M (9.16)

6 . Z - z(2 - r2) + 1) 10 P

which constitutes I to the i ntegrals I, 2AIpe, A) II 2Mks, A) 11 (ki k_ A) - I, ks k_ A, de-

termining MO 1 93). So, the last term in M' 1 9.6) is seen to constitute no ore than 1 to2-y 2-y

M2,1 9.3) and can be abandoned with this acuracy.

Thus, we have realized the difference M2,, -MO caused by allowance for the nucleon formfac-2,y

tors 3.10)-(3.20) amounts to less than -10% to the dominant quantity MO , 9.3). Consequently,2-f
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with committing an error less than 10%, the formfactors 3.10)-(3.20) can be replaced by (3.22)-

(3.24) so that M,',, reduces to MO All the more so, -we can neglect, at least with the sameW

accuracy, the contribution from the setond term in 9.2) which is due to nothing but the neutron

forrnfactor f2"-(M - M,)IM, -� 0 321) exclusively, even in th e simplest case corresponding

to the pure neutron intermediate state, B=n.

Now, we are to consider the terms with BN in the sum in .2) which, present the processes

involving the virtual excited states of the nucleon, depicted by the triplex lines in the diagrams

(9.2). These intermediate states are naturally to be treated as the well-known nucleon excited

states, such as the A33-isobar, the Roper-resonance and so on, with the propagators GB 6.2)

(depending on the masses MB, AfN<MB.CMS) instead of the nucleon propagator GN 6.7). For

the current estimation, it is of a drastic value that the quantities n', (M.-M,)' are actually

negligible as compared to the differences M2 -M2

(M.- M2
M�j 0 0 . (9.17)

- M2 . I M. MJ2
N

Indeed, even in t cm- of the.A33-isobar te lowest nucleon excited state, we have got M -

M,;--300 MeV. All te more so,.Eqs. 917) old true for any other ucleon xcited state BOA33.

Moreover, the important relation is obviously valid

M2 M,2 M,2V (9.18)

In the processes involving tese internWdia stes BON., the quantities 3.10)-(3.20) describe

the weak and electromagnetic.transitiong be4waen.the excited and ground states of the nucleon.

For purpose of the current estimation, we take up the processes with a 433-isobar, B=A33, the

simplest exited state of the nucleon, the- internal structure of 'which is much the same as that of

the nucleon gound state. In the nucleon am well as in the A33-isobar a three quarks occupy the

same state I ,/,. Thw4ore,- it is: plausible in'th� current estimation to pesume te amplitudes

fNA(k), J:A(k) do not differ substantially from fNN(k),J*P(k) 3.10)-(3.21). Also along these

lines, as G, gives place to OD. in the aznpfiti�le MO .3), the very mdification which is of vital

importance for the qualitative asessment ctually consists in replacing

M, =* MA (9.19)

in the proton propagator. Then the respective contribution into the amplitude 9.2) reduces to
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MA >
2-yl Al W

dk 4 P MA-

2-�- AG.(p� k)T"'w'-.(-p.)) x (9.20)

MS, J,(Pp)e-y094(P, + k)r-w(k)U.(P.))2'0)
(k2 - A2 + io)(k - Ms' ffl)( - MW

The estimation of M',Yl 9.20) is procured by replacing

1, I14 (9.21)

in MO 93), where IA comes out of I 324) with changing the proton mass M by the2�

A33-isobar mass MA in the function �P(k, P,p,) 9.4). What is of crucial importance for the

current evaluation is tat

(P, + k2 _ M = _ _ (M. _ 2 (9.22)

at k= i the dnominators of the integrands in 11A, instead of zero in the integrands of It 3.24),

i.e. with M, in place of MA. In particular, tbaL is why there occurs no infrared divergence in

the integral a(2ME,,\), as opposed to I2Mp-,,\). As M" I is expressed in terms of IIA alike

M' is expressed in terms of II, the integrals 114(C,,u) are to be evaluated with 'U Ms and2-Y1

confronted to the respective integrals I, C, p) in order to assess the M2,1 9.20) value as compared

with the value of M' , 9.3). The most important integrals lj4(2ME,'U) which determine the2-Y

dominant part of M" (as lj(2Mejj) do in the case of M' 1) are given by2,1 27

1 1

1`14(2Mcp) ;� 2ME7r 2j d.. f dy 2X2M' + yX(M2 - M2 + ILI(l - X) + 2,,2 (9.23)
0 0 Y

With allowance for Es. 917)-(9.22), we acquire the estimation of the ntegral Ij4(2ME,)i in

MA 920)
2-yi

47r2M'E (M2 - M2)

I,4(2Mp,-, A) -,z:: Cj,- 2j In( A P 0. (9.24)

instead of the integral I, 2ME, A) 9.9), mostly determining the evaluation of MO 93). Like-2-Y,

wise, the estimation of 9.23) at y=Ms gives

IA(2ME, Ms) 4ir 2E In (M2 M2)
( nMp 0. (9.25)
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In much the same way, it is straigbtforward to. becomeconvinced that all the remaining integrals

I,4(C,,u)inM' (9.20)provealsotobenegligibleascomparedtotherespectiveintegralsli(CP)2-yi

in M2-,l 9.3) ad consequently M"' (.20) results to 66 rather negligible as mpared with MI2,i 2,yi

Except for he aforesaid A33-re-sonance case, the structure f excited states of the nucleon

differs drastically from the strtictuie of the nucleon ground state. Therefore, the values of all the

amplitudes J.-, gB with BON and BA33 are substantially smaller than J -Jt' fPP-fAP.P. A. '.

Given this fact, it stands to reason that'the contribution to M,,l (9.2)'due to these intermediate

states call not exceed anyway, the ontribution from the intermediate A33-isobar state considered

above. So, all te corrections to MO 2,1 9.3) caused.by the terms involving the intermediate excited

states with Bop in Eq. 92) prove to be negligible, as a matter of fact. All tile more so, we can

abandoii tile contributions t M2,1 9.2 wich are due to simultaneous allowance for the excited

states, BOP, and the forinfactors f,�B (3.16), 317), respecting the above estimations

associated with Eqs. (9.10)-(9.16) and the relevant discussion thereat.

Thus, suinnung up w ave ascertaine te aplitude M21i 92) can be reduced to M2-Y1

(9.3) with the accuracy better tan -10%. Oil substituting 9.5), 9.9) in 9.3), M211 is finally

put ixito the. explicit form:

e I
M211 = (),Y,(fi� + -)-Y,(, - -Y,)--(-x)T-M X2 vl'2 �Wr

n( I -.-I(In (X))2

x1l x) n A + Fll - - Mr'. 
M 4 A t - l

Y,)U.(-P.) [-P's In (x) + o6( IIn (x - 2 In m X (9.26)
im-', re. V

X(rj,(P,),YkR1 + M0700. - Y'9A)U-4P-)Y7 (-(P-)-fflY'_YT -7')U-(-P-) X
-3 1 MW2 MW) 1)(UP (Ppho� 75 � � in so,-7,-Y.(' - A� )U.(P.))96.(- +'-(In8 2 Mp. M - 2 MS 2

What is the inherent feature of M2.w 9.2), 9,26) to be emphasized is that this aplitude shows

uptobenot.multipletotheuncorrectedBomamP4tudeMO(4.5 eventhough,M;,j(9.26)has

ensued from the g1meral expression. Q.2) on leaving aside the effects of nucleon structure. In this
regard, M2,1 on principle differs from the above considered quantiti M (8,9), 15

I es , f.Pv.(6. ),:

f"w (2.35), which all have turned out to be proportional to the corresponding uncorre cted

quantities MO, r*, I"w- 4.5), 3.23), 114).
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X. REAL -y-RADIATION

In the first r-order, the real emission accompanying the eutron decay is presented

by the diagrams - in the amplitude M 41). The triplex lines in the graphs 67 represent

the conceivable excited states of the nucleon. As m, M - M<<M,<Mw, the contributions from

the diagrams 6 - are negligible as compared to the one coming out of the diagram 5, which

render te common bremsstrablung of a final electron. The corresponding amplitude of the real

I-radiation wit te momentum k and te polarization H

k m)
-)"(1 - X

2 \1'2s ti, Af2 (P� + k )2 - 2

XWp(Pp)_-YA( - A'Y')U,,(P.)), (a, r = 1 2 3 

is sen to be iiol proportional to the ucorrected quantity MO 45), alike M,1, yet against

,%4.21, . 10,.,:0V a -"` which all are multiple to he ucorrected quantities MO, 1,,Pw , r- .

XI. THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE ELECTRON MOMENTUM

DISTRIBUTION AND THE NEUTRON LIFETIME

With allowance f te radiative corrections of order a, the absolute suare of the transition

amplitude M 41) proves expedient to be written i the form

IM12 = IMR + A4,�', + M(.012 , M"I' + IM(,')I + 2e[MOM2,11,

where

MR = ii�(p�)�,,,U.(_P�))_((j,(pp)�,pWU.(p.))bw (P. P� + M�'.

MZ A 9 6 W In (!,4,)) (11.2)
;rz MO(I - ' 2 1. + 4 In + In MP - 6 In MZ - 3 4247r M. 2 4

_jWP_ - .1 7W Ms

comprises all the terms proportional to the Born amplitude MO 4.5).

As a final state after the neutron -decay involves a proton, an electron, an antineutrino and

'Y_ rays, the probability of the polarized neutron -decay, upon summarizing the absolute square

IM F of the transition amplitude over the polarizations of all the particles in the final state, is

obviously. put into the following well-known general form

dW(p., P, p., k, (21r)'S(M - Ep - w - - S(P+p.+p,+k) x

I dPdp.dpdk
2M� E Imill,if (27r)12 2E, 2e 2/;� 2w

W(Pe, P, p_ k, ) dPdp.dpdkS(M - EP - W� W)S(P+Pe+p�+k), (11.3)
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where stands for the polarization vector of a resting neutron, and p,=(ep.) P(EpP),

p.=(w., p.), k=(w, k) are the electron, proton, antineutrino and -y-ray four-momenta, respec-

tively. The familiar expression 11.3) renders the momentum distribution of electrons, protons,

antineutrinos and -y-rays in the final state.

In the work presented, our purpose is to calculate the,6-decay probability integrated over the

final proton, antineutrino and photon momenta and summarized over the polarizations of all the

final particles,

dW(E, p- dWR(Ci p, C) + dWl,(.,, N, t) + dW2-,j(e, p, (11.4)
where (IWR, (IWI" (IW2,1 are due to JM'J', IM ('012

I , 211e[MOM2111, (11-1) respectively.

Although te calculation of te distribution 11.4) turns out to be cumbersome and abour-

consuming, it runs along a pain and usophisticated way, as a matter of fact. So, we shall not

expound tis calculation at. full length i etails, but oly set orth te main stages in evaluating

dw(C'p-6 (11-4).

As being duc to JM"j', the qantity

dW"(1-,p-t) ;zt: dW'(ep':'V{I (21n M +41n + 9 - In MP
27r MP M 2 M

6 _ 1n M _ + Mw In (cw)) (11.5)
,�2 4W

is apparently proportional to te uncorrected decay probability

dWO(,,p.,C = dw(cp,)(1 + 3gA2 + vC2gi(l - A)),

G2 dnjr3 M - (11.6)dw (c, p,) cjp.jk�2& 47r n p./Ip.1, v = p, /c, k = M.

The contribution of the real -y-radiation dWj,(ep.,4) 20) stems from M1,12

k�.
dWj,(cp. = dw(cp,) f dk((l + 3yA2)Wo,(ek) + vt2gi(l - gA)Wt,(ek))

0
dw(ep.)J(l +gA2)[,&(e + &e)) + vftA(l -gA)jb(e) + (11.7)

where

2a (I I In Pe + - ] - n(2k. JC(c))
W V M A 2v

2c,{[I ,, p. + e ](k- 3 + k_2 in pe + 11,
jr V m U 2 24vC2 M

2a I In pc c (k- (I k?- 3
CV2 -)

7r v m 3 24c 2K (F(x - Flx - n(I/x) n( - 2 + )n(x) + F(v - F(-v) 
4
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The contribution from 2ReMOM2, is

dW2,1(--,P-� = d-(,-, lp�ffll + 3g' + vt2gA - A)IB2-1(6 +

+CO2,(gA,-) + VtCC2,(9AC) -

Here

B2,(1) [(21. 11) - ],T73

C021(gAE) 1,V2[l + 39A )21 + 21,.[5 + 129A + 15g2 2120 [2 3A 32
273 A Alb

j - 1, 29A (I - A) + 212.[3 + 49ACvAgA, O = - - 7gA2 2120 [1 + A - 2g2 ]}, (11.10)

MW Af W2 M.)]
12. 13/2 + 2(l. In4 _W jj.�M2 M,

1, 2 (X))2

- [In(x) ln(A/m) - -(In + F(Ilx - 1) - r'
V 4

ink_ k- rn 2)2 + 2v (V) - 2ty(t, + + MkT )2 k- ( )2
2 M,,

where the quaiititi(!s /1, 11U, /2,12o are given i 9.8). It is to recall once more tat all te results

are obtained utilizing thc relatious (8.1 0) Lt us behold the last term in 11 (E) could aturally be

associated with he contribution of te Coulomb nteraction between an electron and a proton in

the final state.

Eventually, the electron omentum distribution in the 3-decay of a polarized neutron results

to be

dW(,-, p_ dw(6, P,)jWO(9A, O + VtW�(9A, 6) , (11.12)

WO(9A, O + 3g')[ + Oo(e) 1,-)] + Co(gA, E)

W�(gAc) 29A - A)[1 + �&) + B(E)l + C((gA, 6)

E + 2 33g2Co= a[21n( )v(l + 3gA) + A 6A 7+
2r M 4 4

+ In( MW )(3 129A + 99'A) M W, In MW (5 +12gA + 15g2)),M - MS2 7-w�JS

49A(I - A) 5 13 2
C = " I In(C + ) + 2A - 9A +2ir V M 4 4

M2 M
ln(MW)3(l - A' - M2jw1w In - w 3 4A - 7g2)],MS2 ]W- A

M., w S
2a 1 2k- I 

B In P� + I]- In( ), 0 = + O 04 Ot
7r V M M

22a I MZ Mz
O'= + 1 3 n(Mpl- - 92 ro 6 In + + 2'w In (�w))J,

7r 2v 2v 4 2 S4w MZ1 - Ms, Ms w

I (X))2 7r2V
JW = -(In - Flx - ) + -

4 NO
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which can also be rewritten as

dW(cp.,t = -[1 + B(c) + 01(c)] + dw(e, p.) x (11-13)

x ((1 32 '(0 + 2vtgA(l - gA)O�'(,,) + CO(gA,,- + vtCC(gA,WO

We purposely retain the factors Pw,'I(M2 z
z - M2) in front of In Mw, IMs in order to clarify

that nothing out-of-the-way will occur even in the case Ms-+Mwz and the dependence n is

very smooth.

The total decay probability W reverse of te lifetime r, and the asymmetry factor of electron

monienturn distribution 4) are acquired from 11.12) in the familiar way:

I GI 2 M.-M,
= = drelp�l-_2 Ho(gA,-)

7' 270 III

A OA, = WE 9A, C)
W0(9A, C)

The radiative corrections cause te relative modification of te total decay probability W

A, M,
f de.cjpjk-.,Wo(9A,0

I = SW (I 1 I )

(I + 3gA)M-im'deelp.10

The uncorrected asymmetry fa ctor of the electro agular istribution AO is replaced by the

quantity A(e) accounting for the radiative corrections,

29A (I - A) Wf(gA, )
A = f- =�- A (e, A)+ 3A = W0(9A, )

So, the quantities W 11.16) and

A (c, gA - Ao
= SA(c) (11.18)

Ao

reader the effect of radiative corrections qu the toW decay probability.� W (. 14) and asymmetry

coefficient A 11.15).

The results of numerical evaluation of W, SA re discussed in th e next section.

X11. DISCUSSTON OF E RESULTS.

Before setting forth the numerical evaluation, several valuable features of the ultimate result

(11.12) deserve to be spotlighted.
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Surely, upon adding the contributions from the processes involving virtual and real infrared

photons, the fictitious infinitesimal photon mass A has disappeared from the final expression

(11.12). amenably to the received removal of the infrared divergency 26,7-9].

Let us behold that if we got a neutral initial particle in place of a d-quark and a final particle

with the charge +1 in place of an u-quark in the expression (8.8), the coefficient 6 in front of

In,11z/MS in 1 would be replaced by 8. following what was observed at the end of Sec. 

Subsequently, if g.., ere terewith equal to 1, the subsidiary parameter ls would be cancelled in

th fal result 11.12). BeinggeneTically represented by the first diagram in (8.8), this conceivable

case ight be associated %%ith te neutron--+proton transition involvingexchange of a W-boson

and a massive photon" between eptons a(] uarks, with the weak ucleon transition current

kving ure left. As o(, can see, te escription of te neutron -decay would not involve the

parameter :1,, i tis case.

The form of dependence of (I 112 o t UV cut-off i.e. o i AlwIM,, asks for a special

attention. First, it is readil sen straight away tat te ortion of 11.12) multipleto lit AlwIM,

would strictly vanish, if ther wre 9A=-!A-1, tat is if te nucleon weak transition current

were pure right, V + A), instead of the actual current 3.10), 3.22) Tis fact is associated with

the general theorem ascertained i Refs. t331.

As one might infer from Refs. 34,35,28], the amplitude M ad the probability dW of any

semileptonic decay ought generically to be of te form

m;zt;MO[ + 3cr 4]n( A1W ).[I 01(a)] ,
27r M,

3a JVf W
dW��dWojl + -. 24 In( - All + 0a)] (12.2)

27r MP

up to the terms of order a. Here, M' and dW' render the uncorrected (Born) values of M, dW,

and

2 I
= - = (Q1i.Q2i. + Ql..42-9), (12.3)

2

where is the average charge of the isodoublet involved in the decay 34,351, and

Q1i.Q2i., Q..tQ2..t

are the products of charges of incoming and outgoing particles, respectively 128). In the case of

the neutron fl-decay, i e for the (np) doublet, = 12, and

Q1i.Q2a = 0, QtQ2..t
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so that =1. So, the distribution 11.12) ought to have taken the form

3a MW
dW(gA, e, -),z�dW'(9A, 6'[l .2 In( _R;_)H + OP(a)] (12.4)+ Tr

with the quantity Op(a) independent of gv , A , In MwIM,. Apparently, it is t the case:

the expression 11.12) can never be reduced to the form 12.4). Yet though one might think we

encounter some puzzling mismatch, there is no real contradiction between the assertions of Refs.

[34,35.281 and our straightforward consistent calculation based on the electroweak Lagrangian

(2.10)-(2.16) and the parameterization 3.10), 3.22), 3.23) of the nucleon weak transition current.

To perceive the matter, we rewrite the actually used current J�P 3.22) and the distributions dW'

(11.6), dW 11.12) in terms of te aplitudes

9V 9A 9 - A (12.5)
2 2

introduced istead of the original ones gv--I, gA3&gv

j.11'(0 = _fll[( _ Y5 )9L (I + -Y')gR], (12.6)

dW = dw 14(g 2+ gR - gLgj?) + -44gR(g - R)], (12.7)

dWzt: dw 4g I 3a InM 2 (I + OL(-)) +

27r M,

3 MO
+4gR(l + OR(a) - 49L9R I + In W- O + OLR(a)) + (12.8)T P

+V4 4g 2 (I + 0 ()) + 4gLg I 3a In MW)(1 + OtRL(')))R R T M,
a 4 00 MW

OL(-) 00(-) + ( + 2 In M ) 0j,(or = (a) + (1 + In W-)
2w Ms 27r S

-(13 51n M_ MORL(a) = 00(a) + - ) , ,(.) = 0((.) + ' (I - 21n ' )27 4 Ms 27r Ms

Ot o' (9 �MnMw), Oo(ot)_(%+B+o`vInC+p�,
MM = No) + 2 4 Ms ir M

- I a I C + P,
04(a = Ct + B + -- In -

7r V M

It stands to reason that the values gL541, gR9&O reflect the mixture of the left and right hadronic

currents on account of the effect of nucleon structure. In confronting 12.7) and 12.8), one

grasps that the amplitude g gets the renormalization factor which corresponds to that in 12.1)

accordingly to Refs. 834,35-28], whereas the modification of g does not depend on the cut-off

In MwIM, at all, in accordance with Ref. 33] as was discussed above. If there were the pure

left hadronic current, i.e. 9L=l, R=O, the relation 12.4) between the uncorrected 12.7) and
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corrected 12.8) distributions would apparently hold true as prescribed by Refs. 834,35,28] In

the case of the pure right hadronic CUTTent, i.e. 9L=O, R=I, the final result 12.8) would not

depend on In MwIM, at all.

Inquiring carefully into the calculations carried out in Refs. 34,35,28], we realize that the

semileptonic decays considered therein are actually described by the interactions which corre-

spond to the case 9L=I, R=O, i.e. a pure left hadronic current. It is to emphasize that

the assertions 12.1), 12.2) of Refs. 34,35,28] hold true for any decays induced by a pure left

(9L=I� 9=O, 91-9A=l) hadronic current i particular for the semileptonicdecays which can be

reduced to te pure transitions of free quarks Thus, Eqs. 12.1), 12.2) are valid to describe

the anifold semileptonic decavs such as 7-4pv,-y 7r-+ev,-Y , K+Iiv.-Y , -r-+7rv,-y , lr--+Kv,-y

and so on (see, for istance, 29,36] in addition to 34,35,281). Te Eqs. 12.1), 12.2) might

although c ertinent to treat, he transitions caused by te pure axial (91,=9R=-9A= - , YV=O)

hadronic current, such as or by the pure vector current (9L=9R=9V=I,9A=O),

such a thc super-allowed 0--�O' nuclear transitions. But all te aforesaid is ot our case, it is

not relevant to describc the neutron [3-decay.

Evidently, s the total amplitude M 3.8) is ot inultipleto M( 45), the distribution 11.12)

can never be transformed to n expression ultiple to 11.6), unlik te results asserted in several

calculations 13-19,37] which were entailed by te original %vork 38] where te decay probability

was reduced, to all intents and purposes, to the model independent" part merely proportional to

dW' 11.6), that is explicitly not our case.

The original investigation 38) had bee udertaken before te Standard Model of elementary

particle physics was brought to completion in the nowaday form 822-251. Then, for the lack of the

renormalizable Electroweak XVeinberg-Salam Theory, there as seen no way to treat the neutron

0-decay with self-contained allowance for the radiative corrections. The purpose of the ingenious

work 38] was to circumvent the problem of UV divergence and sidestep the consideration of the

electromagnetic corrections in the UV region, by appropriate separating the whole electromagnetic

corrections of order into two conceivable parts, a "model independent' (MI) and a "model

dependent' (MD), of different purports. The first one, Ml, was chosen and sorted out so that it

should evidently be UV-finite and could merely be obtained by multiplying the uncorrected (Born)

decay probability dWO (I 16) by a single universal function g(e, M, - M, m), see Es. 20) in Ref.

[38], which was calculated within the effective 4-fermion-interaction approach 1.1)-(1.5), without

taking into consideration the electroweak and strong interactions as prescribed by the Standard
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Model. In ef 38], this MI part was presumed t describe the electromagnetic effects on the

neutron decay. All the left-over radiative corrections were conceived to be incorporated into

the second, MD part, assuming the electroweak nd strong interactions conspire somehow to give

the finite corrections to the quantities gv , A , Vd which reside in the uncorrected, Born decay

probability (I 16), see Eqs. 19), 20) in Ref. 38]. Thus, in all the calculations, such as 13-19,37],

presuming the approach launched by the work 38], the corrected decay probability merely shows

up, to be reduced to the uncorrected one multiplied by the function g(e, M - M, m), with the

whole effect of the remained MD part absorbed into the quantities gv, A , Vd which thereby

would get te new values g, , g, , Vd instead of the original ones te CKM matrix element d

in 2.13 ad te amplitudes gv , 9A specifying the nucleon weak transition current 3.10), 3.22).

Thus, the experimental data would be described in terms of these 'new' quantities gV I I Kd'

However ay explicit and definite, quantitative oe-to-one correspondence between tese two sets

of parameters, gi , A , Vud and gv; gA , V.'d, would never be asserted in Refs. 138,13-19,371.

Yet te guide tenet is to ascertain a precise a ossible, the very gnuine values of gv , A , V�d

from experimental data processing. In particular, we are in need of the stringent V.dl value in

order to verify strictly te validity of th CM identity 1.2) [10). So, te aforesaid calculations

[38,13-19,371 making use of thei very handy, but rather untenable simplifications cannot be said

to be eligible for now, in so far as an accuracy 1% or even better goes.

In our treatment, theamphtudeM 3-8), 4.1) and, subsequently, the distribution dW 11.12)

comprise all the a-order radiative corrections, without disporting the Coulomb term and sepa-

rating the MI 4nd the MD parts. Adopting M=IOGeV, ;(M2<M2<M,2,) and taking all the

inp.ptparameters i 11.12) from.Ref [9), we btain the corrections (11.16):and (11.18),

J = .7% 8 = 2% (12.9)

to the uncorrected WO and AO values. As a matter of fact, the correction 6A (11.18), (12.9)

is independent of c. -Practically, the same values of SW and JA were acquired in the previous

calculation 20] based immediately on the effective Lagrangian of the local 4-fermion theory of weak

interactions, with the UV-cut-off A=Mw assumed. Apparently, our results 12.9) pronouncedly

differ from the respective M-values

JWmj s�4 5.47o., bAjwj _ 0 .(12.10).

asserted in Refs. 38,13-19,371. Consequently, the values Of JV�d�wjj and gAml scertained from

experimental data processing with utilizing JWMI, A141 12.10) will alter, when they ae ob-
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tained with SW. SA 12.9). The modifications are of the noticeable magnitude: gA-Z�0.47%,

611'�dl=-I.7%. For instance, the values A=1-2739, Rd1=0.9713 given in 12,391 will be modified

to 9A;Zfl.28, 114d1,4.96, provided the same value of the quantity G is used.

Now we are to discuss what is the precision attainable in the actual calculations nowadays, a

pivotal question that matters a lot.

As from the first we have been calculating the radiative corrections in the one-loop order,

O(a), te relative uncertainty or-10' resides in the evaluated radiative corrections 12.9), from

the vry beginning.

We further recall that te terms of relative order

M, M� - M, M� - M,

Nil, M�' In MP

and saller have been neglected far ad wide, with a relative error ;� 10-3 entrained thereby.

Yet a far ore substantial task tha te aforesaid oes is to inquire into the ambiguities caused

by entanglement of the strong quark-quark interactions in tile neutron P-decay.

The final result (II. 12) involves te atching paralneter Ms M2<Ms<M`2) posited to

treat separately quark sysLeins with large, k 2ZM2 ad comparatively small, �M2, momenta.

The dependence of the results W, SA 12.9) on the Ms value shows up to be very faint we have

got W=8.6% at =5 GeV and JW=8.8% at =3 GV, and SA is practically independent of

Ms at all. So, the uncertainties because of the Ms involvement in 11.12) are about 0.1% in SW

and practically zero in SA 12.9).

Further, Ms is chosen so that M2<Ms, and we took for granted the generally accepted

standpoint of the Standard Model that the strong quark-quark interactions die out when a quark

system possesses momenta k 2 Z MS >>M,. At relatively small momenta k 2;�M2 a quark system

was considered to form various baryonic states, including the nucleon. Let us recall all the actual

calculations have been carried out assuming Eqs.(3.22)-(3.23) and retaining only the single nucleon

intermediate state 6.7) in the expressions 6.3), 6.4), 6.6), (.2), what counts is the final result

(11.12), 12.9). In calculating the radiative corrections, we did not intend to allow for nucleon

compositeness rigorously, but (in sections VI and IX) we only tried ad estimated how those

basic calculations alter when including the nucleon excited states 6.2) and the formfactors 3.10),

(3-17)-(3.21) into the expressions 6-3), 6.6), 9.2). As was found out in sections VI and IX, the

different terms in the amplitude M 3.8), 4.1) (and subsequently in the distribution dW 11.12)

are affected by allowance for compositeness of the nucleon to a different extent. As a matter
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of fact, there is no modification in the first, prevailing term in 9.3) which is determined by the

integral 12ME, A) 9.9). It includes, in particular, the Coulomb correction. The direct evaluation

shows that this mjor term causes the share of about j;��5% in the whole correction SW�-_8.7%

(12.9). All the other left-over terms in the decay amplitude M provide the remnant portion

SW-SWI--4% of SW and the whole value JA=-2% 12.9). The effect of nucleon compositeness

on these terms was estimated (in sections IV, IX) to constitute no more than -10% to their wole

value. For now, tere sees no real reliable way to calculate precisely these corrections-to-corrections

in treating the neutron -decay. With the ascertained estimations, they are abandoned in the

actual calculation wich has provided (1 1 12), 12.9). Consequently, in respect of all the aforesaid,

the uncertainties in te esult 12.9) prove to make up no more than

A(MV) ::z 04%, A(SA) ;z 02% . (12.11)

ThUS, our iferences re realized to old true up to the accuracy aout a few Lenth of per

cents, never worse.

If anything, let. us behold he nergy released in te 6-decay of free neutrons is rather negli-

gible as compared to the ucleon ass, M. - M,<<M,, wereas te energy released i anifold

sernileptonic decays is comparable to te masses of the hadrons involved in tile process, or even

greater than they. That is why accounting for compositeness of the hadron proves to play no

decisive role in the neutron 0-decay, but can be of significant value in other semileptonic decays

(see, for example, 129,361).

In the current treatment of the radiative corrections to the neutron P-decay, we have actually

allowed for the effects of nucleon structure by introducing only one fit-parameter A to be specified,

simultaneously with the fundamental quantity JVdj, by processing the experimental data on the

lifetime [1] and electron momentum distribution 2). Evidently, the ambiguities 12.1 1) put bounds

on the accuracy which can be attained in obtaining the IV41, gA values thereby.

Thus, introducing only the usual parameters gv, gA, gwm, gp to describe the weak nucleon

transition current does not suffice to parameterize the whole effect of strong interactions in treat-

ing the neutron decay with allowance for the radiative corrections, in so far as the accuracy one

per cent or better goes. Nowadays, no way is thought to get rid of the errors 12.1 1), but to param-

eterize ingeniously the effects of nucleon compositeness by expedient introducing some additional

fit-parameters (besides A) to describe the radiative corrections to various characteristics of the

neutron,3-decay. These additional parameters are to be fixed by processing, simultaneously with
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the results of measurements Of T [11 and A 2 the experimental data obtained in the additional

experiments such as 34,61 and other in this line. For instance, these extra parameters might

be conceived to render generically the 'effective' mass in the intermediate state in 6.3), 64),

(6.6), 9.2), 9.20) and the "effective' vertices 3.14), 3.10), (3.16)-(3.18). They are to be fixed,

together with A JV�dj, Afs, from the simultaneous analysis of all the available experimental

data, the kinematic corrections [111 respected as well.

So we are i eed of the manifold tenable experiments to measure various characteristics of

the neutron �-decay, esides and A, with an accuracy about 0.1%, and even better. Obtained

SUCIL high-J)MCiSiGn experimental data, the igh accuracy, better than -0.1%, is believed to be

attained within te uified self-contained analysis of the different experimental data amenably to

the Standard Nodc].
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ByHaTAH F. r. E4-2003-206
PaaHauHOHHbie nonpaBKH K 0-pacnaAy HeATPOHa

B, CTaHaapTHOA moaeRH

CornaCHO iarpaHXHaHy CTaHAapTHOA moiteint BIMHcjieHbl aAHaUHOHHbie nonpaBKH
K P-pacriaAy HeCITPOHa rrocjieaoBaTenhHEam yieTom 3RCKTpocna6bix B3aHMoaefiCTBHA Teo-
PHH Bafiffl6epra-Canama. 9�4)eKT CHJIbHE.IX MaHmoaeft'rBlifi napameTpH3yeTCA BBeiteHHem
aTieKTpomarHHTHbix 4opm4)aKTOpOB i cna6OF HMOHHoro TKa nepexojia, KTOpb1A onpe-
geilAeTCA cna6Eimii topm43aKTOpaMH V, A - PaAHatxHOHHEie nonpaBKH K nAH09 BepOAT-

HOCTH 0-pacnaAa W H K K034)4)HUHeHTy acHmmeTpliH HmrTyJlbCHor)o pacnpeaejieHHA 3neKTpO-

HOB A COCTaBn3j1OT SW 87 %, &4 - 2 %. BKJ]aa B paaHauHOHHEie nonpaBKH OT yqeTa bopm-
4)aKTopOB H B036y)KgeHHb[X COCTOAHHft HMOHa AOCTHraeT HeCKonhKHx ripoueHTOB
OT ITOJIHOA BejiHqHHbi THX noripaBOK. HeoupegeneHHOCTH B oiHcaHHH B036YA(AeH1iMx co-
CTOAHHfi H cPopm4)aKTOpOB TiYKROHa ABJIRIOTC31 TA nH-1HHOA, 4T nHBOUHT K norpeLUHOCTH

- 0 % B EjqmcjjeHHH xapaKTePHCTHK 0-pacnaAa HefiTPOHa. B HaCTOAiuee BpeMA W onpe-
IleJlAeT npeReJ TnHOCTH_11OCTHXHMb1i! 1pH nojiyqeHHH anemetfra Vud maTPHLIbi CKM M 3Ha-

,ieHHA BenHqHH 9V, A, ... H3 o6pa6OTKH 9KcnepiimeHTanhHb1XaaHHb1X.

Pa6OTa BbmOJ1HeHa B la6opaToptilf HeATPOHHOA eplUNKH Hm. 14. M. (DpaliKa OHAH.

rlpenpHHT OfteAHHeHHorD HHCTHTyra swepHb]X HccjiejioBaHHA. ly6Ha, 2003

Bunatian G. G. E4-2003-206
Standard Model Treatment of the Radiative Corrections
to the Neutron O-Decay

Starting with the basic Lagrangian of the Standard Model, the radiative corrections
to the neutron P-decay are acquired. The electroweak interactions are consistently taken
into consideration amenably to the Weinberg-Salam theory. The effect of the strong
quark-quark interactions on the neutron P-decay is parametrized by introducing the nucleon
electromagnetic form factors and the weak nucleon transition current specified by the form
factors 9, A, ... The radiative corrections to the total decay probability W and to the asym-
metry coefficient of the electron momentum distribution A are obtained to constitute
8W = 87 %, A 2 %. The contribution to the radiative corrections due to allowance
for the nucleon form factors and the nucleon excited states amounts up to a few per cent
of the whole value of the radiative corrections. The ambiguity in description of the nucleon
compositeness is surely what causes the uncertainties - 01 in evaluation of the neutron
P-decay characteristics. For now, this puts bounds to the precision attainable in obtaining
the element VW of the CKM matrix and the gv, g,, ... values from experimental data
processing.

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics,
JINR.
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